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a. Sales approach
b. Ideal customer profile
c. Buyer persona
d. Sales key performance indicators (KPIs)
e. Our tech stack

a. From prospecting and outreach to agreement and closed deal





[ Write your company’s history. Take Vainu’s 
own history as an example. ] 



[ A short statement that defines what your 
organization is, why it exists, and its reason for being. 
]

We help companies personalize 
at scale.



[ An inspiration statement that defines the 
overarching objective or goal of your company. ]

We’ll create EUR 100M in cumulative revenue 
for our customers by 2023.



[ Write the common values that make your company thrive. ]



[ Insert organizational chart. ]

New Business Client Success Client Development

Marketing department



[ Write the job description of a sales representative at your company. 
This will set clear responsibilities and goals. For example, the below 
describes the role of a Sales Manager at Vainu. ]

- You’ll sell to sales and marketing leadership in companies that 
belong to our ideal customer profile.

- You’ll build your own pipeline, and have sole responsibility of your 
own sales targets.

- You will have at least 20 meetings with different companies in a 
month, with an average sales cycle of 30 days.



[ Career development is important for keeping the team motivated and retaining talent. 
Write here a successful career path at your company. ]

Account Manager Key Account Manager Team Lead
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[ Describe your offering, your product’s features, and your unique selling points. Your sales reps 
must know your offering inside out. ]

195 400K+ 30
Companies in
the database

Unique data 
points

Daily processed 
news articles

Days to refresh 
entire DB



[ Describe additional services 
and up-sell opportunities. ]



[ Include a breakdown of your pricing scheme. ]
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real-time sales and 
marketing

[ At Vainu, this is our methodology for sales. Explain here what makes your 
approach to sales unique. ] 



[ A set of rules to guide us towards the things 
that matter on the long run.  ]

doing what’s right

[ Insert link ]

“We aim to impress. We’re 

deliberate in planning how we 

book a meeting, run a demo, 

send a proposal and interact 

with a customer, and it shows 

in our delivery.”



[ A description of a fictitious account. Your 
dream, perfect-fit customer. ]



[ A detailed analysis of the people who buy from you. ]









[ Insert target ] 

[ Insert target ]

Discovery meetings held

Demo meetings held

Upcoming meetings in the next 14 days

Sales forecast for the month

Pipeline for next month





[ Describe best practices and rules. ] 

[ Insert CRM ]

Always add a contact person

Don’t forget to update pipeline stage

Use our standard nomenclature and 
vocabulary

Fill in all mandatory fields

Rely on the automations



Monday: 

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday:

Friday:

[ Creating routines allows your team members to maximize their 
opportunities for success. List all your daily or weekly routines here. ] 





[ This is your routine to optimize sales efficiency. Summarize the steps of your sales process.  ]



[ How will you find potential customers? 

Describe your strategy to find companies interested 
in the products and services you're offering. ]



[ Describe your outreach strategy. When is a the 
right time to pick up the phone and call?

Include several examples of your sales pitch and 
collateral. ]



[ Define the number of touches over a 
period of time to illustrate the typical sales 
cadence at your company. ]



timing is everything



[ your marketing platform ], [ your 
CRM’s ]
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 [ Insert link ]





  

https://www.vainu.com/blog/sales-playbook/
https://www.vainu.com/resources/ebook/sales-tools/


[ Your sales reps need to understand 
your prospects to be relevant. Explain 
here how they will develop an 
understanding of prospects’ needs and 
pain points. ] Introductions (5min)

Sales deck (10min)

Needs analysis (15min)

Identifying use cases (10min)

Next steps (5min)



[ Include here a link to to your 
sales deck ]





[ Explain here how you run product demos. 
Below is our approach to demos at Vainu 
and their objectives.  ]

 [ Write your standard meeting agenda ]

Introductions (5min)

Recap from the previous session (10min)

Customer profiling workshop (20min)

Trigger events workshop (20min)

Product demonstration (20min)

Discussion and next steps (15min)



[ insert 
link  here]



[ insert link ]

 insert your 
e-signature software ]



[ Your CRM ]



https://www.vainu.com/blog https://www.vainu.com/resources




